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We report the characteristics of two-dimensional phase-locked arrays of vertical
cavity surface emining lasers. Three different two-dimensional T:ray structures have been
rcalized, they are a2 x 3 periodic aray of 10pm squares, a hexagonal aray and a centered
hexagonal aray of 5pm hexagons. All arrays were fabricated using the same technique which
was a combination of mesa etching and oxygen implantation isolation. The threshold current
of 2x 3 periodic array was 24mA, hexagonal a:ray was 30mA and centered hexagonal a:ray
was 22mA. The far field beam angle was about 20. The centered hexagonal aray has the most
circularly symmetric far field beam patt€rn.

I. Introduction

Recently, there has been intense interest in

trvo-dimensional arrays of surface emitting lasen fc
a variety of applications requiring high oulput po\iler,

narow far-field beam divergence and high energy

conversion efficiency. I I -4] Two-dimensional arrays

of laser diodes have many advantages over ttre linear

arrays. Some of the advantages are a higher power

capability coming from the wide active area,

improved directionality resulting from the large

emitting area of the source and greater flexibility in
the geometry of afiay structures that allows the

oulput beam to be tailored.

Since the vertical cavity surface emitting laser

diode (VC-SELD) can be fabricated using a fully
monolithic process, it is easy to integrate these

stnrctures into closely packed nvo dimensional arays

for realizing phase locked arrays. Also, the

performance of VC-SELD's has improved

significantly over the last year such that a low

threshold, high quantum efficiency and high power

operation can be obtained.t5-61

In a previous paper[7], we proposed and

categorised two-dimensional arrays into 3 basic

D-3-2

structures, the periodic array, the circular array and

the concentric circular array, following the

convention in microwave antenna theory. In that

paper, the near-field and far-field patterns of each

array structure had been analyzed and compared. In

this paper, we report the experimental realization of
monolithic two-dimensional phased arrays of
VC-SELD's.
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II. Fabrication

The two-dimensional arrays were fabricated

using implant-isolated mesa etched VC-SELD's. A

schematic crosssectional diagram of the array

structure is shown in Fig. 1. The lasers consisted of

an undoped 100A strained Ing.2Ga6.8As active

region clad by an Alg.5Gag.5As cavity layer of a

optical wavelength thickness and distributed Bragg

reflector (DBR) mirrors consisting of 20 periods of

AlAs/GaAs grown on a n+-GaAs substrate by

molecular beam epitaxy. The bottom mirror was

doped n-type with Si to 3x1018cm-3 and the top

mirror was doped p-type with Be to 5x1018cm-3.

The structure was completed with the growth of a

thin p+ contirct layer.

After the growth, a thick photoresist layer,

-3pm, was coated and patterned into the various

arriry structures, the periodic, circular and concentric

circular arrays. This photoresist mask served as the

etch mask for ion beam milling through the p-DBR to

a point near the upper AlGaAs cavity layer, -0.2pm

above the cavity layer. After the etching, a double

oxygen ion beam implant was performed at 300KeV

and 80KeV with a dose of lx10l5 to electrically

isolate each device. The same photoresist was used

as the implant mask. The implanted semi-insulating

reglon penetrates the active regton down to ttre top of

the n-type DBR to isolate each elemental laser.

Thc processing continued with the application of

a thick planarizing layer of polyimide. Thc

polymide was then etched using an oxygen plasma

until the individual laser of the array were exposed.

The structure was then coated with a 2500A thick

gold layer. The other side of substrate was polished

with Br2-MeOH solution and bonded on the glass

plate using indium solder. A small probe tip was

then placed on the p-contact and the output beam of
the array was monitored through the substrate and

glass plate.

Microphotographs of the fabricated

two-dimensional arrays are shown in Fig.2. Fig.

2(a) shows a 2x3 periodic array of 10pm square

2x3 Periodic Array

Hexagonal Array

Centered Hexagonal Array

Fig.2 Microphotographsof (a) a2x 3periodic

aray, (b) a hexagonal array and (c) a centered

hexagonal array.

VC-SELD and a hexagonal array ( a circular array) of

5pm hexagonal lasers is shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig.

2(c) is a microphotograph of a centered hexagonal

alray ( a concenric circular aray ) also comprised of

5pm hexagonal lasers. The separation between each

VC-SELD is lpm and all VC-SELD's are pumped

jointly.



IIf. ExPerimental Results

The light output / current characteristics of each

array was measured under 200ns pulse at repetetion

rate of 500kHz and is shown in Fig. 3. The

hexagonal array had the highest threshold current of

30mA, the centered hexagonal a:ray had 22mA and

the 2 x 3 periodic array had 24mA. The area of the

array aperture size of 2 x 3 periodic array is wider

than that of hexagonal array leading to higher

threshold current but larger maximum power output.

Although the hexagonal array has a less area than

centered hexagonal array, it shows higher threshold

curent. This results from the small overlap of the

optical field among element lasers. In the centered

hexagonal array, the center laser can increase the

coupling among the clemental lasers by sharing of

the optical gain to reducc the threshold current.

The ncar field patterns of the fabricated arays

above the lasing threshold are shown in Fig. 4. The

intensity of each laser is not uniform due to growth

nonuniformity. This effect determines the initial far

field pattern. However, it approachcs a symmetric
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Fig.3 Light output vs. current characteristics of

fabniacted two-dimensional phased arrays.

Fig.4 Microphotographs of the near field pattems of

(a) a 2x3 periodic alray, (b) a hexagonal array and

(c) a centered hexagonal array.

pattern as the injection cunent increases. Fig. 5

shows an example of the mode change with the

injection current level. We believe the mode

competion is initially governed by the local gain.

However with an increase in the injection curent the

mode is determined by the global gain which is

dictated by the symmetry of the structure.

Fig. 6 shows the far-field patterns of the

fabricated arrays. Centered hexagonal array shows

the most circularly symmetric beam pattern. The

beam width is 20 which is a clear evidence of the

phase-locking of the individual lasers. The 2 x 3

periodic aorray had a two-lobed beam pattern where

the sepaparion of the lobes was 1.5o. The hexagonal

array had concentric circles but its center had a null
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of optical power. The aray mode for this far field
pattern can be predicted to have the same distribution

of the lst mode of benzene molecular orbital.

IV. Conclusions

In conclusion, we fabricated three different alray

structures, ? 2 x 3 periodic array of 10pm square

lasers, a hexagonal array and a centered hexagonal

alray of 5pm hexagonaly structured lasers. The

ccntered hexagonal array has the lowest threshold

current because it has a largest optical coupling

bctween elemental lasers. The near field patterns of
thc arrays depends on the laser uniformity and the

global symmetry of the array structures. The

centered hexagonal array has the most circularly

symmetric far field beam pattern and? x 3 array has

thc least circularly symmetric far field beam. The

narow far field beam angle of 2o shows clear

evidence that phase-locking of the individual lasers

has occurred.
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